
No.HTD-10/2009-10                                                             D/30-11-2009.

To,
      The Principal General Manager,
      Hyderabad Telecom District,
      Hyderabad

Respected Sir,
                      Sub:-Request for arranging meeting to discuss develoment 
                               In BSNL and redressal of hardships-reg.

                              
                 As per the notice given on 10-11-2009 the General Body 
meeting  of  the  Association  was  held  on  25-11-2009.   Several  points 
regarding the activities in BSNL, its viability, actions for increasing the 
revenue  were  discussed.   Please  arrange  a  meeting  at  the  earliest  to 
discuss the following points in the best interest of BSNL.

1.CSCs—Marketing:
                                  
                       For any business, efficient marketing will play a very 
important roll. While other operators are doing aggressive marketing and 
changing trends to attract customers, BSNL is lagging behind.  Providing 
infrastructure to CSCs, flooding recharge coupons particularly of lower 
denominations at user doorsteps will improve business.

Proper training is to be given to the staff to avoid huge penalties on VTM 
applications. SDE CSC and Nodal Officer duties are to be redefined. 

Uninterrupted  power  supply,  centralised  security  to  applications  and 
proper security arrangements to the cash collected to be ensured.
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2.Targets---Disposal of files.

               Targets are fixed to basic units ie., SDEs while no targets to 
administrative sections.  Weeks and months are consumed in according 
sanctions.  The unit officers are required to move from office to office 
and table to table to move a file. The SDO offices are not provided with 
men and material.  For example, in GM (West) SDOP West ‘E’ & SDOP 
East ‘B’ sections are not having JTOs since two years. For getting good 
productivity the SDO offices are to be equipped with PCs, Laptops, UPS 
etc.  Re-deployment of staff and equipment is the need of the hour.

3.Inspection—Field visits.

                   In olden days the senior officers strictly followed schedule of 
inspections. This used to help in visualising the true picture of the field 
units and the requirements were assessed. Now these visits are replaced 
by meeting, which is increasing expenditure and preventing field officers 
from doing their routine exercise.  Removal of vehicles to field offices 
made handicap to field officers in field visits, marketing, defaulter cases, 
planning, execution, fault clearance and CIC visits.

4.CDRSOFT … implementation.

                      Several problems of CDR are still pending  - particularly 
billing.  There is a danger of CIC customer migration.  SM requests are 
left unsolved.

5.CRs….non-availability.

                     Now a days the Confidential Report has lost it’s meaning. 
Their availability became a big question. For non-availability, the officers 
writing / reviewing CRs may be made responsible.

6.BTS-Maintenance.

                   In HTD BTSs are on increase. SDEs are made in-charge for a 
group of BTSs.  Supporting staff such as JTO, TTA, TM / RM are not 
provided by which they are facing lot of difficulties in maintaining them.
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7.WLL.

             Many IFWs are laying unused at external offices for want of 
batteries and adaptors.  Signal optimisation is pending since two years. 
The demand for EVDO and NIC can be encashed.

8.Scrapping of obsolete / un-serviceable material

              A lot of un-serviceable and obsolete store is available in offices. 
The proposals and ACE-9 sanctions are extraordinarily delayed due to 
which the expected sale value is decreasing.

9.Planning new RSUs.

                    Some of the RSUs proposed are delayed at planning stage. In 
place  of  scrapped  E-10B  GOL  exchange  RSU  installation  is  delayed 
which is consuming more amounts in the electricity and maintenance.

10.BB provisions.

                    This association came to know that GM North is processing 
tender  to  out-source  the  supply  of  BB  modems  to  the  subscriber’s 
residence.  Sufficient numbers of staff are available to carry out the work. 
The action of outsourcing the work is against the interest of BSNL.

                                                                   District Secretary. 
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